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Abstract—Many embankment dams have suffered failures during
earthquakes due to the increase of pore water pressure under seismic
loading. After analyzing of the behavior of embankment dams under
severe earthquakes, major advances have been attained in the
understanding of the seismic action on dams.
The present study concerns numerical analysis of the seismic
response of earth dams. The procedure uses a nonlinear stress-strain
relation incorporated into the code FLAC2D based on the finite
difference method. This analysis provides the variation of the pore
water pressure and horizontal displacement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ARTHQUAKES, because of their nature, are complex and
dangerous phenomena. During the last century, their
numbers are amplified, and their effects have proved
disastrous. Thus, several countries including Algeria are faced
with this problem and they seek to improve the design to deal
with these earthquakes. Predicting the response of an earth
dam during an earthquake is a major challenge. Factors such
as dam characteristics, site conditions, and seismic loading
characteristics strongly affect the dynamic responses of dams.
The stability of earth dams subjected to seismic action can
be assessed by different approaches; [1] discussed the
historical developments of theoretical methods for estimating
the dynamic response of earth dams to earthquake ground
excitation and outlined their major features, their benefits, and
restrictions. After the earthquake of 1971, San Fernando,
California, major advances were achieved in the
comprehension of earthquake action on dams [2]. Zeghal et al.
[3] worked on the elastic-plastic dynamic behavior of earth
dams by the finite element method. Cascone et al. [4] studied
the dynamic response of the earth dam of Marana Capacciotti
(Italy) by comparing two numerical methods.
A large number of earth dams in earthquake-prone areas
have suffered partial or total damage. Recent publications of
the International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD) show
that the most significant accidents concerns embankment
dams. it retains much studied failure the embankment dam of
San Fernando (9 February 1971). The 1925 Santa Barbara
earthquake (M 6.3) earthquake caused catastrophic slope
sliding failure of the Sheffield Dam, CA. This was the first
recognition that shaking of embankments with low relative
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density materials may cause liquefaction failures. A wide
region around the San Francisco Bay was affected during the
1989 Loma Prieta earthquake (M 7.1). About 100
embankment dams of various sizes were within 100 km of the
epicenter.
The methods commonly used to study the seismic response
of earth dams are derived in three parts: simplified methods,
empirical methods and numerical methods.
Numerical modelling techniques were first applied to the
dynamic analysis of embankment dams by [5]. This was
followed by major improvements by [6]-[14].
The paper presents a numerical study of the seismic
behavior of earth dams subjected to real earthquake records
using fully nonlinear dynamic analysis and consider the waterdam interaction. The analysis uses a stress-strain relation
integrated into the finite difference computer program
FLAC2D.
II. EARTH DAM UNDER CONSIDERATION AND NUMERICAL
MODEL
The selected problem is a simplified representation of
typical earth dam geometry. The dam section assumed in the
present study is a zone section with clay core and
heterogeneous foundation as shown in Fig. 1. Geotechnical
properties used in the analyses are presented in Table I for
foundation soil and earth dam materials (Mohr Coulomb).
The first step for the dynamic numerical analysis of the dam
sections involves the establishment of initial stresses and pore
pressure distribution in the embankment dam body and
foundation soil under static condition. The second step
involves dynamic numerical analysis using acceleration time
history record of the earthquake data.
The size of each grid depends on the wave propagation
velocity, i.e., shear wave velocity (CS) in the material and the
frequency content of the input motion and the size of the grid
(l) should be such that the wave transmission is accurate.
The cut off frequency (fC) of the earthquake motion can be
obtained using (1):
fC 

CS
10  l

(1)

The dynamic input motion is given as a stress boundary in
order to apply “quiet boundary” condition along the same
boundary as the dynamic input [15]. The quiet boundary
scheme involves dashpots attached independently to the
boundary in the normal and shear directions in order to absorb
most of the energy in the waves approaching to the boundary.
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Fig. 1 Geometry of earth dam
TA
ABLE I
PROPER
RTIES OF FOUNDA
ATION AND EARTH
H DAM SOILS
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E
υ
C
Φ
ψ

dry denssity (Kg/m3)
young’s M
Modulus (MPa)
poissoon’s ratio
cohesion (KPa)
frictionn angle (°)
dilationn angle (°)
poorosity
permeaability (m/s)

Soil 1

Soil 2

Soil 3

S
Soil 4

2000
610
0.3
4.0
40
0.0
0.3
10-6

20000
6100
0.3
8.0
40
0.0
0.3
10-77

1800
328
0.3
6.0
35
0.0
0.3
10-6

1900
328
0.3
6.0
35
0.0
0.3
10-7

anallyses to comppensate for thee energy dissippation throughh the
meddium [16].

Fig. 4 Closse-up view of thhe deformation oof earth dam

Prieta earthquakke)
Fig. 2 Accelleration time hisstories (Loma P

T
The earth dam is subjected too seismic loadding representative
of the 1987 Looma Prieta eearthquake inn California. The
eartthquake inputt motion for this model iss taken from that
recoorded at the left abutmentt of the Lexington Dam. The
estim
mated peak aacceleration is approximatelly 0.17 g, andd the
duraation is approximately 40 sec.
s The record is shown inn Fig.
2. A Fast Fouriier Transform
m analysis off the acceleraation
resuults in a poweer spectrum as
a shown in F
Fig. 3. This fiigure
indiicates that the highest frequeency is less thhan5 Hz.
A
DISCUSSIO
ON
III. RESULTS AND

T
The response of earth dam
m at the maxim
mum excitatioon is
pressented in Fig. 4. It showss an increase in the horizoontal
ampplification at tthe upper parrt of the dam. Fig. 5 showss the
failuure mechanism
m. It shows that
t
in this paart there is a risk
insttability of soil..

Fig. 3 Fourier spectrra of velocity coomponent

Fig. 5 F
Failure mechanissm (shear deforrmations)

The dynamicc damping inn the model is provided bby the
Raayleigh dampping option available inn FLAC. Raayleigh
daamping is origginally used iin the analysiis of structurees and
elaastic continuaa, to damp thee natural oscilllation modes of the
syystem. Rayleiggh damping of
o Rd = 6.5%
% is adopted in the

F
Fig. 6 shows the seismic response of the dam onn the
variiation of the acceleration, velocity and the displacem
ment
(am
mplification in the horizontall direction) foor the node loccated
at the
t
crest of the dam, wee observe ann amplificationn of
acceeleration amax = 4.50 m/s2 annd velocity evven for vmax = 0642
0
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m/
m/s. For horizoontal displaceements, we nootice at the eend of
seeismic loadingg a residual (ppermanent) dissplacement off 0.135

m.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 6. Variatioon of the amplifi
fication (accelerration, velocity and displacemeent)
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incrrease/decreasee in a range oof 5 to 10 secconds followed by
stabbilization. Thee numerical annalysis proceddure well capttures
the most importtant feature, i.e., pore prressure generaation
capaability during seismic loadinng.
IV. CON
NCLUSION
T
This paper pressents numericaal analysis of earthquake efffects
on earth dams based on fiinite differencce method uusing
AC2D code. A simple elasttic perfectly pplastic constituutive
FLA
moddel with Mohrr Coulomb faillure criterion iis used to desccribe
the stress strain reesponse of thee soil. Analysees were conduucted
for real earthquaake records ((Loma Prieta earthquake). The
mple is a sim
mplified repreesentation of typical earth dam
exam
geometry.
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Fig. 7 show
ws a compaarison between the wateer-dam
interaction and without watter analyses aat the maximuum of
hoorizontal displlacement at the height of thee dam and thee crest.
It can be obseerved that thee horizontal displacement
d
of the
waater-dam interraction is biggger and reach a maximum vaalue of
0.342 m at the crest of the ddam. As seen from this figgure, it
m.
displays significcant increase iin the upper off the earth dam
Fig. 8 shows the location of
o the zones concerned
c
by pplastic
deeformation at the peak of the seismic eexcitation. It ccan be
obbserved that thhe distributionn of plasticity induced in thee crest
annd the upstreaam of the dam
m. That in theiir regions therre is a
rissk of soil instaability. The majority
m
part off the dam remaains in
the elastic domaain.
Fig. 9 shows the pore presssure ratio at five
f
positions of the
daam: the base the middle height and thee top of founddation.
Thhis variation ffollows that oof the input m
motion: an impportant

Fig. 7 Variation of tthe maximum hhorizontal displaacement
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Fig. 8 Distribution off plasticity in thee earth dam

dam
m away from tthe foundationn. The distribbution of plastticity
induuced in the crest and thhe upstream oof the dam. The
num
merical analyssis of water-daam interactionn is recommennded
for tthe seismic annalysis of the eearth dam, beccause its takess into
consideration the water flow inn the dam.
T
The analysis should
s
also bee conducted w
with more reallistic
geometries and soil properties.. In conclusioon, we recomm
mend
makking a speccific study using FLAC
C3D code with
com
mparisons betw
ween the analyytical and emppirical methodds to
undderstand the seeismic behavioor of earth dam
ms.
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The influence of the wateer-dam interacction shows thhat the
seeismic loadingg induces signnificant laterall deformation in the

Fig. 9 Tiime history pore pressure at diffferent points of earth dam
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